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ABSTRACT
The Earth's auroral zone contains dynamic processes occurring on scales from the length of an auroral zone
field line (about 10 RE) which characterizes Alfvrn wave propagation to the scale of microscopic processes which
occur over a few Debye lengths (less than 1 km). These processes interact in a time-dependent fashion since the
current carried by the Alfvrn waves can excite microscopic turbulence which can in turn provide dissipation of the
Alfv6n wave energy. This review will first describe the dynamic aspects of auroral current structures with emphasis
on consequences for models of microscopic turbulence. In the second part of the paper a number of models of
microscopic turbulence will be introduced into a large-scale model of Alfvrn wave propagation to determine the
effect of various models on the overall structure of auroral currents. In particular, we will compare the effect of a
double layer electric field which scales with the plasma temperature and Debye length with the effect of anomalous
resistivity due to electrostatic ion cyclotron turbulence in which the electric field scales with the magnetic field
strength. It is found that the double layer model is less diffusive than in the resistive model leading to the possibility
of narrow, intense current structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Auroral arcs and the auroral current structures which produce them occur in a variety of scale sizes and time
scales. While electrostatic models of auroral electrodynamics (Lyons et al., 1979; Fridman and Lemaire, 1980;
Chiu and Cornwall, 1980) have had success at describing the overall current-voltage relationship of the auroral zone
and in defining the scale size of the inverted-V precipitation signature, they are not well suited to describing the
dynamics of small-scale auroral arcs, multiple auroral arcs, and time-dependent auroral structures. In this realm a
fluid picture of auroral electrodynamics has advantages and can describe a number of auroral processes (Sato, 1978;
Goertz and Boswell, 1979; Miura and Sato, 1980; Lysak and Dum, 1983; Lysak, 1985, 1986). The difficulty with
the fluid models is that the kinetic processes which play an important part in defining the auroral potential drop must
be described by means of assumed transport coefficients which should be determined by a consideration of the
microscopic plasma processes.
The formation of parallel potential drops in laboratory and computer simulated plasmas has been covered in
many of the reviews in this workshop. The problem with applying most of these results to the auroral zone is the
high sensitivity of the results to the initial and boundary conditions which are imposed. In the auroral plasma, there
are no grids to be set to a certain voltage and, perhaps more fundamentally, the scale of the system is vastly larger
than the sizes of a thousand Debye lengths or so which are typical in laboratory and computer studies. Therefore a
description of the auroral potential drop should consider the large-scale dynamics of the auroral zone as well as the
microscopic processes which can directly produce parallel electric fields.
The remainder of this review will consist of two major sections. In the first, we will consider some of the
time-dependent aspects of auroral current structures and the implications these structures have for models of micro-
scopic plasma turbulence. In particular, we will argue that auroral currents are closely associated with Alfvrn wave
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signaturesthattendto definethecurrentwhichflowsalongauroralfieldlinesandthatincludeatransientparallel
electricfield whichcansetuptheparticledistributionsnecessaryto supportdoublelayerstructures.In thesecond
. partof thereview,wewill discussomenumericalexperimentsinwhichtheformof theparallelelectricfield is
changed.Wewillconsidertwoextremecases.Inthefirst,weassumeadoublelayermodelinwhichapotentialdrop
thatscaleswiththeelectrontemperatureisdistributedoverdistanceswhichscalewiththeDebyelengthwhenthe
currentexceedsathreshold.Wewill comparethismodelwithamodelof nonlinearresistivitydueto electrostatic
ioncyclotronturbulenceinwhichtheeffectiveresistivityincreaseswiththecurrentoverathreshold.Thesemodels
produceratherdifferentoverallcurrentstructures,sincein theresistivemodelthecurrentdiffusesacrossthemag-
neticfield producingbroaderstructures,while in thedoublelayermodelnarrowcurrentstructurescanpersist.
II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF AURORAL ELECTRODYNAMICS
The Earth's auroral zone is a region in which the ionosphere and the outer magnetosphere are coupled by
means of magnetic field-aligned currents which flow between the two regions. These currents must close across
field lines in the ionosphere and also somewhere in the outer magnetosphere. Ionospheric current closure is de-
scribed by the current continuity equation, which is generally integrated along the field line over the thin layer
(about 50 km) in which the ionospheric currents flow. To simplify the description, we will consider a two-
dimensional geometry in which variations in longitude are ignored. This assumption is well justified on the dawn
and dusk flanks of the magnetosphere, although it should be modified to take into account the more complicated
current structures at noon and midnight. With these approximations ionospheric current continuity can be expressed
as follows:
OI_ o_ (1)
j_ - - [Ep Ex] ,
O_x C3x
where EF, is the height integrated Pedersen conductivity and the geometry is defined in Figure 1. Note that here a
positive current is parallel to the magnetic field line, i.e., downward in the northern hemisphere.
In the steady state and in the absence of parallel electric fields, the north-south electric field Ex simply maps
along the field line, which, in the dipolar coordinates of Figure 1, means that it stays constant. (More details on the
dipolar coordinate system can be found in Lysak, 1985.) However, if we assume that a linear relationship exists
between the parallel current and the parallel potential drop:
j_ = -K(qb i-qb_) , (2)
where _ and lffJ) e represent the potential in the ionosphere and in the equatorial plane, respectively, the perpendicular
field must change along the field line so that the curl of the total electric field vanishes. In this case, we can combine
equations (1) and (2) to relate the potential in the ionosphere to the equatorial potential:
K _i = (IOe . (3)
This relationship indicates that large-scale potential structures in the equatorial plane, with sizes large compared to
L = _Vr_p/K, will pass unattenuated to the ionosphere with no potential drop along the field line. On the other hand,
equatorial structures with sizes less than L will not be mapped to the ionosphere, and the resulting difference will
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appearasaparallelpotentialdrop.Forauroralzoneparameters,thisscalelengthL isabout100km.Thisscalesize
isappropriatefor thelargestscaleauroralstructures,but islargecomparedto thesizesof individualauroralarcs
whichhavea scaleof about1kin.
Consequencesof thistypeofmodelin thesteadystatehavebeenconsideredbyLyonsetal. (1979),Chiuand
Cornwall(1980),andothers.Twocriticalassumptionsaremadein thesemodels.First,it isassumedthata linear
current-voltager lationshipasinequation(2) ispresent.Theseauthorsassociatesucharelationshipwithplasma
sheetparticlemotioninthedipolarmagneticfield, aswasshownbyFridmanandLemaire(1980).Asweshallsee
below,suchanapproximatelinearrelationshipisnotrestrictedto theseadiabaticmodels.A secondassumptionis
thatthedrivingforcein theoutermagnetosphereischaracterizedby afixedpotentialasafunctionof position
representedby thefight-handsideof equation(3).Suchapotentialcouldberelatedto theE × B motionof the
equatorialplasma,in whichcasetreatingit asconstantimpliesthattheequatorialconvectionis notaffectedby
conditionsonthefield linewhichconnectsit to theionosphere.
Ontheotherhand,it hasbeenknownfor sometimethatthe ionospherexertsa frictionalinfluenceon
magnetosphericconvectiondueto thedissipationcausedbythefinitePedersenconductivity(e.g.,Vasyliunas,
1970;Sonnerup,1980).Informationonionosphericconditionsis transmittedtotheequatorialregionbymeansof
shearmodeAlfvrn waves which can propagate along the field line between the two regions, which have a travel
time from the ionosphere to the equator of about 30 s in the auroral zone, as is evidenced by the existence of Pi2
pulsations with periods of about 2 min (Southwood and Hughes, 1983), which would correspond to the travel time
from one ionosphere to the conjugate ionosphere and back.
The presence of Alfvrn waves on auroral field lines should cause one to rethink the steady state model
presented above. For one thing, the steady state model assumes that currents perpendicular to the magnetic field
only exist at the ionosphere and in the equatorial plane, while Alfvrn waves carry with them a polarization current
which depends on the rate of change of the perpendicular electric field. In a static structure, these currents will
vanish, but the possibility exists that a standing wave structure could be set up in which the polarization currents
could persist. Such a situation is shown in Figure 2, which shows results from a time-dependent, two-dimensional
MHD model of auroral currents (Lysak and Dum, 1983; Lysak, 1985). The contours in this figure represent flow
lines of the current for a case in which a potential structure is propagated across the field line. Alternatively, this
figure could be viewed as the current pattern produced by a potential structure in the presence of a north-south
component of plasma convection in the auroral zone. As can be seen, the multiple reflections of the Alfvrn wave
pulses give rise to wave structure in which interference occurs between up- and downgoing waves. This wave
interference decouples the field-aligned currents which connect to the ionosphere from those which flow up to the
equatorial plane. In a structure such as this, which may be typical of multiple auroral arc structures, the steady state
model is clearly inappropriate.
This structure can be described by a generalization of the model given above by replacing the assumption
that a fixed equatorial potential structure is present by a more general assumption that a relation exists between the
electric field and the perpendicular currents. For the case of polarization currents, this relation involves the so-called
Alfvrn conductance (Mallinckrodt and Carlson, 1978), ]_A = C2/47rVA, where VA is the Alfvrn speed. If it is
assumed that the ionospheric currents close via these polarization currents, a relation with the form of equation (3)
results but with the scale length becoming:
L = II_ "_P_A I I/2(Y_r,+ Y'A)
(4)
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TheAlfvrn conductanceEAisplottedalonganauroralfieldlineinFigure3, whereit canbeseenthatitsvalueover
thefieldlineis generallylessthanthePedersenconductivity,whichis typicallyover1mho.FortheCaseEA<<
Ep, equation(4) showsthatthescalelengthdependson theAlfvrn conductanceratherthanthePedersencon-
ductivity, leadingto smallerscalesthanthosepredictedbyequation(2). Thus,the 1-kinscalesizeof discrete
auroralarcsmayin factbearesultof currentpatternsuchasthoseshownin Figure2.
Anotherprocesswhichviolatesthesteadystateassumptionis theenhancementof the ionosphericon-
ductivitydueto theenhancedenergeticelectronprecipitationproducedbytheparallelelectricfield.Thiscangive
riseto afeedbackinstability(Sato,1978;Rothwelietal., 1984;Lysak,1986)in whichtravelingenhancementsof
theconductivityandthefield-alignedcurrentoccur(Fig.4). Numericalmodelingofthisinstability(Lysak,1986)
showsperiodsof about1s whichappearto beduetoAlfvrn wavereflectionsataltitudesof 2REor less,sothese
currentsalsoclosewellbeforetheyreachtheequatorialregion.ThestructureshowninFigure4havescalesizesof
about10km, approachingthesizeof thediscreteaurora.
Thediscussionaboveindicatesthatwhilethesteadystatemodelcandescribethelarge-scalepropertiesof
theaurora,time-dependenteffectsmaybeimportantatcreatingshort-scalecurrentstructuresonauroralfieldlines.
Parallelelectricfieldsthusforminacurrentenvironmentwhichcanfluctuateontimescalesasquicklyas1s.On
thesetimescales,Alfvrn wavescarrychangesin thefield-alignedcurrents.Parallelelectricfieldsformasaresult
(GoertzandBoswell,1979)ofthecurrentrequiredtoflowbecauseofthemagneticperturbationassociatedwiththe
Alfvrn wave.Plasmaturbulencewill formwhenthecurrentexceedsthethresholdforinstabilities.Theeffectofthis
turbulencewill beexaminedin thefollowingsection.
III. MACROSCOPIC EFFECTS OF PLASMA TURBULENCE
If plasma turbulence does develop, it can affect the development of the current structure which produced it.
Lysak and Carlson (1981) showed that the introduction of parallel resistivity modified the Alfv6n wave dispersion
relation, producing a reflection and dissipation of the wave which reduces the current. From the point of view of the
MHD equations, this is the result of the well-known magnetic diffusion equation in the presence of resistivity.
Plasma turbulence in a strong magnetic field will most likely give rise to a non-isotropic conductivity. In the case of
double layer formation of electrostatic ion cyclotron turbulence, the dominant effect is that of parallel resistivity
(Lysak and Dum, 1983). It can be shown that this term gives rise to diffusion across the magnetic field:
aBY - _ I_q aBY ] (5)c3x c3X II c3x J '
in the geometry of Figure 1 with gradients in y ignored. Thus, the presence of plasma turbulence will in general lead
to a broadening of current structures and the reduction in the current strength.
In this section, we will compare three models of parallel electric fields caused by current-driven turbulence.
In order to incorporate these effects into a MHD model, a simple relationship between the fluid properties of the
plasma, such as density, drift velocity and temperature, and the parallel electric field, must be introduced. Clearly, a
satisfactory model of this type has not yet been found and, indeed, it is likely that the complexities of plasma
turbulence cannot be so easily parameterized. Nevertheless, some simple models of this type can be considered and
will serve to indicate some of the relevant effects.
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Thefirstmodelwewill considerwill bebasedonsimulationsof currentdrivendoublelayers(e.g.,Satoand
Okuda,1981;Kindeletal., 1981;Barneset al., 1985).Whenthedrift velocityin thesemodelsis abouthalf the
electronthermalspeed,doublelayerswithamplitude_/Te"=-1 are produced and, in long enough systems, will
recur at intervals of the order of 1000 Debye lengths, where a Debye length is the order of a few meters in the auroral
plasma. Since the MHD model has a grid size along the magnetic field of about 500 km, it is appropriate to consider
the average electric field, which for the above numbers leads to:
Ez = 0.001 [4"n'nTe] I/2 (6)
Although the drifts in excess of the threshold cause these double layers to grow and decay more quickly (Barnes et
al., 1985), the average electric field over the time step of the MHD model (about 0.01 s) may remain roughly
constant. To avoid a discontinuity in the electric field, the parallel field is increased linearly [using the linear resisti-
vity given by equation (9) below] until the double layer electric field given above is reached. It should be noted that
double layer electric fields are not present when the plasma frequency exceeds the electron cyclotron frequency
(Barnes et al., 1985). This effect has not been explicitly included in the model; however, in the region in which the
critical current is the lowest, the plasma frequency remains below the cyclotron frequency.
As an alternate to the double layer model, we consider a model for electrostatic ion cyclotron (EIC) turbul-
ence due to resonance broadening (Dum and Dupree, 1970; Lysak and Dum, 1983). In this model, a resistive
potential drop is introduced whenever the current exceeds the threshold for the EIC instability, i.e., about 0.3 of the
electron thermal speed for Te = Ti. The amplitude of the fluctuating electric field, and thus the effective resistivity,
increases quadratically as the current increases. Thus, the electric field becomes:
mp:_
Ez - (J_ - j_nt) (7)
ne 2
where the effective collision frequency is:
[v* = 0.4_Qi I + 0.1
\ Jcrit /
(8)
Note that in this case the parallel electric field will scale with the strength of the background magnetic field through
the ion gyrofrequency 1)_ = eB/m_c, in contrast to the double layer model described by equation (6).
These two models have very differing behavior in that the double layer model is electric field-saturated in the
sense that once the critical current is reached, the parallel electric field does not increase further. The nonlinear
resistive model described by equations (7) and (8) is in a sense current-saturated since the electric field rises very
rapidly after the critical current is reached. This enhances the diffusion of the current and reduces it to a lower level.
The third model that will be considered will be one in which an effective collision frequency is assumed as in
equation (7) but the collision frequency is independent of the current once the threshold is reached. Thus, equation
(8) is replaced by:
v* = 0.412i ,
(9)
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when the drift velocity exceeds 0.3 of the electron thermal speed. This model will be referred to as the linear resisti-
vity model.
In order to assess the macroscopic consequences of these models, a series of runs were done with the MHD
model described earlier. In these runs, a current loop of a fixed magnitude and width is introduced on the field line,
propagates toward the ionosphere, and enters a region of parallel electric field described by one of the three models.
The ionospheric conductivity is taken to be fixed at 1 mho, and the density profile is of the form:
n(r) = 105 e-<r-r')/h + 5 (r- 1)"ls , (10)
where n is measured in cm -3, r is in RE, the base altitude for the ionosphere is ro -- 1.05 RE, and the scale height h =
0.1 RE. The electron temperature is 1 eV and the upper boundary condition is taken to absorb Alfv6n waves which
are incident upon it after being reflected from lower altitudes (Lysak, 1985). As the runs proceed, the maximum
potential drop and the field-aligned current at the ionosphere are monitored, as the system approaches a steady state.
Since the ionosphere is a very good conductor, the current of a reflected Alfv6n wave is in the same direction as that
of the incident wave (Mallinckrodt and Carlson, 1978); thus, the final value of the current will be twice the injected
current in the limit of infinite ionospheric conductivity (Y_r,>> EA) and no parallel electric field. Such a case is
shown in Figure 5 in which the injected current was 20 txA/m 2 and the final current of 36 p,A/m 2 is nearly double this
value. Because of the diffusion associated with the parallel electric field, the current reaching the ionosphere is
reduced when a parallel electric field is present. This effect is shown for the double layer model and the nonlinear
resistivity model in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. In these figures the injected current was 20 p,A/m 2. It can be seen
that the double layer model is much less diffusive than the resistive model, with the final currents being 30 p_A/m 2
and 6 _A/m 2 for the two runs.
The final current-voltage characteristics for a series of runs are shown in Figure 8. First of all, note that each
of the models produces potentials in the kilovolt range for currents of a few microamps per square meter. This is
significant since the parameters of the parallel electric field model were determined purely from the local properties
of the auroral plasma without any requirement that the global current-voltage relation come out right. Therefore,
none of the models can be ruled out on this basis.
Turning to differences in the models, we see that the double layer model exhibits the voltage-saturation
effect referred to earlier. As the current increases, more of the field line can support the formation of double layers,
leading to an increased total potential drop. Since it is assumed that the parallel electric field does not increase
further as the current increases, the addition of more current does not further increase the total potential drop.
The linear resistivity model produces a linear current-voltage characteristic. At first glance this may appear
obvious, but actually the situation is complicated by the scaling of the fields and currents along the field line. It was
shown by Lysak and Dum (1983), however, that these factors cancel when the resistivity scales with the magnetic
field strength, preserving the linear relationship between the total potential and the field-aligned current at the
ionosphere. The approximate linear relationship has been invoked by Lyons (1980) to support the nonlocal current-
voltage relationship based on adiabatic particle motions (e.g., Fridman and Lemaire, 1980). However, the present
argument shows that this interpretation is not unique.
The current limiting effect of the nonlinear resistivity model is apparent from Figure 8. Here an attempt to
increase the current simply causes an enhancement in the diffusion, leading to large potentials and a broader current
structure as is seen in Figures 9 and 10, which compare the field and current profiles for the double layer and
non-linear resistivity models. Here the enhanced diffusion due to the nonlinear resistivity is evident.
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Figure11showstheeffectivediffusionintheentiresetofrunsbyplottingtheratiobetweenfinalandinput
currentsagainsttheinputcurrent.Asdiscussedabove,themaximumvalueof thisratiois2for thecaseof infinite
Pedersenconductivity.TheopensquaresrepresentrunswithnoparallelelectricfieldandaPedersenconductivityof
1mho.Thesmallreductionfrom2inthesecasesrepresentstheeffectof ionosphericdissipation.Notethatthelinear
andnonlinearesistivemodelshavecomparablediffusionfor smallcurrentswherethenonlinearpartof theresisti-
vity is not important;but,at largercurrents,thenonlinearmodelis morediffusive.Thedoublelayermodelis
comparableto theothermodelsatlowcurrents,butanincreasein thecurrentdecreasestheeffectivediffusionsince
thepotentialdropdoesnot increasefor increasingcurrent.
In summary,the threemodelsfor a localcurrentvoltagerelationproduceresultsconsistentwith the
observedglobalrelationship.Thus,thistypeof modelcannotbedistinguishedfromthekineticmodelsof parallel
potentialdroponthisbasis.Thedoublelayermodelallowsforverystrongcurrentstoflow inanarrowchannelsince
thepotentialdropandthustheeffectivediffusiondonotincreasemuchasthecurrentincreases.Thenonlinear
resistivemodelhastheopposite ffectin thatthestrongincreasein thepotentialdropforanincreasein thecurrent
causesanenhancediffusionwhichbroadensthecurrentchannel,ineffectcausingthecurrentoflow aroundthe
regionof parallelelectricfield.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The simplified models of parallel electric fields presented here have provided some insight into the develop-
ment of the auroral potential drop, but are clearly limited in their applicability to the auroral plasma. Auroral con-
ditions can be quite varied, and the presence of turbulence along the field line can result in the heating of the plasma
as well as a decrease in the plasma density as transversely heated ions are expelled from the acceleration region.
Therefore, there is more to auroral dynamics than can be found in the simple cold plasma model used here.
Density decreases in the auroral zone serve to decrease the critical current necessary for the generation of
microscopic turbulence, and therefore will increase the total potential drop for a given level of current. Numerical
results indicate that this result is more important in the double layer model because of the "switch-on" nature of the
double layer electric field. Since the double layer electric field scales with the plasma pressure, the potential drop is
localized at the lowest altitudes at which the critical current is exceeded. This is in contrast with the resistive electric
field which depends on the excess current over the critical current, and thus maximizes at the point where the critical
current is lowest. A set of runs in which a current of 10 i_A/m 2 is injected showed that the potential drop increased by
25 percent in the double layer model when the ionospheric scale height [see equation (10)] is reduced to 0.05 RE
from the value of 0.1 RE used in the other runs, while in the nonlinear resistivity model the increase was only 18
percent. Thus, the effect of a density cavity would be to produce an increase in the potential drop, especially in the
double layer model.
The temperature of the topside ionosphere can also vary under auroral conditions, and may be expected to
increase as the result of microscopic turbulence. Increases in the temperature will tend to decrease the extent of the
turbulent region since the critical current scales as the electron thermal speed. Thus, potential drops due to nonlinear
resistivity would be expected to decrease. A similar result is true in the double layer model; however, this effect is
counteracted by the increase of the average electric field due to double layers since this field scales with the square
root of the temperature. Runs at 10 ixA/m 2 indicate that the potential drop in the nonlinear resistivity model
decreased by 35 percent when the temperature was raised by a factor of 10, while in the double layer model the
potential increased by 12 percent. Thus, the increase of temperature favors the double layer model, at least until the
point at which the current becomes sub-critical.
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In the actual auroral zone, these two effects will be necessarily connected. The transverse heating of ions
observed in the auroral zone can create density cavities since the heated ions are subject to the magnetic mirror force
that expels them from the low-altitude auroral zone. One can imagine a scenario in which the increase of the current
magnitude excites turbulence, leading to the heating of ions and the creation of the density cavity. This hot, low
density plasma would lead to conditions under which the formation of double layers could further accelerate
electrons into the atmosphere and ions out of the atmosphere. This would result in the density cavity progressively
extending to lower and lower altitudes, with a corresponding increase in the total potential drop along the field line.
While the existing numerical model is too crude to account for all these effects, this scenario seems plausible based
on the results above. A more complete model including the effects of the thermal evolution of the plasma will be the
subject of future work.
In conclusion, this work has shown first of all that models of the auroral potential drop based on microscopic
turbulence, whether due to double layrs or a nonlinear resistivity, can account for the correct magnitude of the
auroral potential drop for typical auroral currents. The two models differ in that the nonlinear resistivity model
limits the current density by spreading the current over a broader area. In contrast, the double layer model proposed
above has a limit to its total potential drop and can sustain currents with a high density. At such high current densi-
ties, however, this model will most likely be too simplified, since plasma heating and the formation of a density
cavity, effects not included in the cold plasma model presented here, will likely change the nature of the current-
voltage relation.
The oversimplified models presented here represent an attempt to incorporate kinetic effects of the plasma
into a fluid model. In order to model the global structure of the auroral zone, some such approximation must be
made since particle-in-cell or Vlasov models of any large volume of the auroral zone are technically not feasible
with present or anticipated computer resources. The question of a satisfactory parameterization of the kinetic effects
for use in a fluid model remains an open question, which can only be answered by a combination of fluid modeling
and kinetic modeling, as well as analytic theory of the auroral current region.
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Figure 1. A sketch of the dipolar coordinate system used in this paper. Here z is the coordinate
along the geomagnetic field, y is the longitude, and x is a coordinate proportional to the inverse of
the L value of the field line.
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Figure 2. A set of snapshots showing the evolution of a run in which a moving voltage pulse travels
across field lines (Lysak, 1985). The contour lines represent current flow lines ni the xz plane of
Figure 1. Note that the currents which reach the ionosphere close in the region between 3 and 4 RE
where up- and downgoing waves interfere.
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